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Voice telephony was arguably the first telecommunications service to achieve truly widespread deployment. Data services came into their own much later. To be sure, data telecommunication (in the form of smoke signals and other visual semaphore schemes, for example) has been around for a very long time. Note also that the telegraph preceded the telephone, and that innumerable messaging schemes of all sorts have been devised and used for military purposes. Morse code telegraphy is an interesting example of a data service: this scheme for electrical transmission of text messages was commercially viable before telephony became available.

In scale of deployment, however, telegraph service never came close to the level subsequently reached by telephony. The average person in a developed country has direct access to telephones at home and at work. Moreover, this has been the case for many years; nowadays, wireless telephones add mobility to the equation.

Data telecommunication became common in the consumer market only within the last 10 to 20 years. Uptake in the academic and business communities came somewhat earlier (but still much later than voice). Thus voice networks were already ubiquitous when data networking technologies reached mass-market scale, and it was perfectly natural to ask whether one could also use these networks to transmit large volumes of data between distant sites.
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Java NIOO'Reilly, 2002
Java NIO explores the new I/O capabilities of version 1.4 in detail and shows you how to put these features to work to greatly improve the efficiency of the Java code you write. This compact volume examines the typical challenges that Java programmers face with I/O and shows you how to take advantage of the capabilities of the new I/O features....
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The Rough Guide to RomaniaRough Guides, 2011

	The Rough Guide to Romania is the definitive handbook on one of Europe's most fascinating, scenic, and enigmatic countries. The full-color introduction highlights all the "don't miss" sights, from the wilds of the Carpathian mountains to the marvelous Delta wetlands, and references the country's many unique...
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Relational and Kleene-Algebraic Methods in Computer Science: 7th International Seminar on Relational Methods in Computer ScienceSpringer, 2004
This volume contains the proceedings of the 7th International Seminar on Relational Methods in Computer Science (RelMiCS 7) and the 2nd International Workshop on Applications of Kleene Algebra. The common meeting took place in Bad Malente (near Kiel), Germany, from May May 12–17, 2003. Its purpose was to bring together researchers from...
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Practical PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB Website Databases: A Simplified Approach to Developing Database-Driven WebsitesApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Build interactive, database-driven websites with PHP 7, MySQL 8, and MariaDB. The focus of this book is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible with real-world applications. In the first two chapters, you will set up your development and testing environment, and then build your first PHP and MariaDB or...
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Wireshark & Ethereal Network Protocol Analyzer Toolkit (Jay Beale's Open Source Security)Syngress Publishing, 2006
Ethereal is the #2 most popular open source security tool used by system administrators and security professionals. This all new book builds on the success of Syngress best-selling book Ethereal Packet Sniffing.

This book provides complete information and step-by-step Instructions for analyzing protocols and network traffic on Windows,...
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Building Performance Dashboards and Balanced Scorecards with SQL Server Reporting ServicesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Discover how to maintain and update balanced scorecards and performance dashboards with SQL Server Reporting Services


	Complementing the bestselling Balanced Scorecards and Operational Dashboards with Microsoft Excel (9780470386811), this indispensable book shows you how to create maintainable and dynamically updated...
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